
BASIC STATS











Tedious                                                                                            Enjoyable



Structure / Composition



None at all                                                                                          Very Strong







delineate the actual obscuring structures 
in AGN which take a cone-like structure.







Not at all                                                                                          Completely



Dynamics











Reprocessing+Variability











Evolution+Parameter 
Space



Not at all                                                                   Very Well
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There are reasonable measurements of trends with luminosity and redshift, but 
there's no reason why there shouldn't be trends with other parameters as well.               
.

 luminosity and properties (mass, rate, etc) of stuff 
coming in from circumnuclear scales

some galaxies seem to host a myriad of molecular species, have more 
obscuration, rather than others. I set luminosity as the primary difference among 
them (Eddington ratio, radiation pressure)

external accretion from outside the torus


Type 1, type 2 and perhaps Eddington ratio







Evolution+Parameter 
Space



None at all                                                                                          Very Strong





Not at all                                                                                          Very Clear





Torus of the Future



BOTH 
(6%)



High sensitivity X-ray imaging on >50 pc scales
High spectral resolution X-ray instruments
High sensitivity IFU observations of ionisation cone 

structure and energetics on >1 pc scales

High sensitivity, spatially resolved molecular line kinematics on ~1 pc scales

Simultaneous observations at different wavelengths
near-IR VLTI measurements with GRAVITY combined with 

molecular kinematics on ~1pc scales

High sensitivity MIR imaging on ~1 pc scales

MIR interferometry imaging on sub-pc scales



High sensitivity X-ray imaging on sub-pc scales
High sensitivity MIR IFU obs on sub-pc scales
High sensitivity, spatially resolved molecular line kinematics on sub-pc scales

I am pessimistic until we have something to falsify
Multi-wavelength concurrent observations.
High sensitivity NIR imaging on ~1 pc scales



multiwavelength (X-ray to submm & molecules)

more physically based (radiation pressure, magnetic-
fields, SNe, star formation, ...)

higher resolution/dynamic range and a lot more physics

Monitoring of state changes, where we can probe the disappearance 
and reappearance of BLR and innermost torus


